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Abstract
This paper presents, to the best of our knowledge, the first ever publicly available annotated dataset for sentiment classification
and semantic polarity dictionary for Georgian. We describe the characteristics of these resources and the process of their
creation in detail. We also report the results of various experiments on the performance of both lexicon- and machine
learning-based models for Georgian sentiment classification. We consider both three- (positive, neutral, negative) and four-tier
(positive, neutral, negative, mixed) classifications. The machine learning models explored include, logistic regression, support
vector machines (SVMs), and transformer-based models. We also explore approaches based on transfer learning and translation
(into a well-supported language). The results obtained for Georgian are on a par with state-of-the-art results in sentiment
classification for well studied languages when using training data of comparable size.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we report on creating linguistic resources
for the purpose of sentiment detection and classifica-
tion for the Georgian language, and we compare var-
ious knowledge- and machine learning-based models
for this task. The main driver behind this work is an ex-
tension of the Europe Media Monitor (EMM), a large-
scale multilingual news aggregation and analysis en-
gine (JRC, 2018) to the processing of Georgian texts.
One important component of the NLP pipeline is sen-
timent analysis, but there is only little prior work and
scarce linguistic resources related to sentiment analy-
sis for Georgian exist. Georgian is significantly under-
resourced, making it harder to develop NLP applica-
tions for this language. To address this, we developed
some resources for performing sentiment analysis in a
real-world media monitoring environment.
The main contributions of our work are:

• creating of a sentiment polarity dictionary for
Georgian containing circa 2K base and 70K com-
plex entries, ranked on a four-tier scale of expres-
sion (very positive, positive, negative, very nega-
tive);

• creating the first ever publicly released annotated
sentiment dataset of ca. 4K text snippets, manu-
ally annotated on a four tier scale (positive, neu-
tral, negative, mixed) by multiple annotators;

• using these resources to evaluate lexicon- and
state-of-the-art machine learning-based sentiment
classification approaches.

The machine learning (ML) models explored include,
i.a., logistic regression, SVMs, and XLM-Roberta, a
multilingual transformer-based model. In particular,
we explore different approaches for transformer-based
models: direct fine-tuning on the Georgian corpus,
fine tuning on the corpus machine translated into En-
glish and transfer learning from an already trained

model. The experiments consider both three-tier (pos-
itive, neutral, negative) and four-tier (positive, neu-
tral, negative, mixed) classification. Finally, we per-
form a detailed study of the Inter-Annotator Agreement
(IAA), and evaluate the impact of subsetting the cre-
ated sentiment-annotated corpus based on IAA values,
to explore whether excluding the snippets annotated by
the ‘outlier’ annotators (least in agreement with the oth-
ers) would improve the performance.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we
present related work. In Section 3, we give an overview
of the linguistic resources created, i.e., the semantic
polarity lexicon and sentiment-annotated text snippets.
Subsequently, in Section 4 we report on the results of
the experiments on lexicon- and ML-based approaches
to Georgian that exploit the linguistic resources cre-
ated. Finally, the main findings are summarized in Sec-
tion 5, which also outlines future work.

2. Related Work
2.1. Georgian Language
Georgian is an isolate language from the Caucasus re-
gion, currently spoken by around 3.7 millions people
worldwide. It uses its own unicameral script system, it
is both agglutinative and inflected with 7 cases, and has
some uncommon features such as split-ergativity (dif-
ferent grammatical markers for a given function in the
sentence depending on the tense) and polypersonalism.
In Georgian, the verbal forms are derived from a root,
to which up to 3 prefixes (preverb, agreement prefix
and version vowel), and 4 suffixes can be attached. The
preverb plays the same role as the verbal particle in En-
glish, potentially totally changing the meaning of the
verb. Verbal roots are usually short, they can appear as
a substring of other words, and the root can be slightly
modified when combined with suffixes. The number of
derived forms for a given verbal root can range from
several dozen to a few hundred.
Relatively little work has been reported on linguistic
resources and NLP tools for Georgian. For instance,
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(Jassem et al., 2017) reports on the development of ba-
sic text processing resources like tokenizers and sen-
tence splitters for Georgian. Work on morphology
and a morphologically-tagged corpus for Georgian was
reported in (Kardava et al., 2019) and (Nino Dobor-
jginidze, 2016) respectively. (Kapanadze, 2019) and
(Kapanadze et al., 2021) report on creating a CFG-
based syntactic parser for Georgian. Experiments on
text classification of medical reports in Georgian are
presented in (Corchado et al., 2016).
2.2. Sentiment Analysis
One of the most basic tasks in sentiment analysis is
classifying the polarity of a given text: whether the
language used therein is positive, negative or neu-
tral. This can be done at the document, sentence, or
feature/aspect level. Both knowledge- and ML-based
approaches to sentiment classification have been re-
ported (Liu and Zhang, 2012; Poria et al., 2020; Sud-
hir and Suresh, 2021). The classic knowledge-based
approaches to sentiment classification exploit polar-
ity lexica, i.e. dictionaries of words and/or phrases
labelled with semantic orientation (positive or nega-
tive), which are used to calculate the overall senti-
ment of a given text (Taboada et al., 2011; Jurek et al.,
2015). The most recent approaches to sentiment classi-
fication exploit various ML-based paradigms, ranging
from SVMs (Moraes et al., 2013) to deep learning ap-
proaches (Zhang et al., 2018). Work on classification
of sentiment in short texts, which is the focus of our at-
tention, has been reported in (Kumar et al., 2018; Wang
et al., 2018; Wan, 2019).
As previously mentioned, linguistic resources are
scarce for the Georgian language, especially for the
specific task of sentiment analysis. The only related
resource we found to compare against is a short po-
larity dictionary for Georgian, which is part of a larger
project on acquisition of sentiment lexica for many lan-
guages (Chen and Skiena, 2014).
While there is no preexisting corpus we can use to
train models, multilingual transformer models allow
to use transfer learning for Georgian after fine-tuning
on training data for sentiment analysis in another lan-
guage (Barbieri et al., 2021). Another approach used
to deal with low-resourced languages is to translate the
text into a language for which a good classification
model exists (Tebbifakhr et al., 2020). However, to be
properly evaluated, both these approaches require the
existence of test data in Georgian.
In this context, we were led to create our own linguistic
resources in order to develop a good quality sentiment
classifier and sentiment classifier evaluation. These re-
sources comprised a sentiment polarity dictionary and
a dataset consisting of short text snippets annotated for
sentiment.

3. Linguistic Resources
3.1. Sentiment Polarity Dictionary
We have created a sentiment polarity dictionary for
Georgian based on the sentiment dictionary for English

used in the Europe Media Monitor tool (JRC, 2018), a
large-scale multi-lingual news aggregation and analy-
sis engine. Our dictionary has circa 2000 entries, an-
notated using a four-tier scale of expression: very pos-
itive, positive, negative, very negative.
For each of the tiers, a Georgian native speaker was
asked to translate polarity words from English to Geor-
gian. Words that proved impossible to translate were
dropped; and where two English words from two differ-
ent tiers translated into the same Georgian word, only
the word with the strongest polarity was kept.
Because of the complex morphology of Geor-
gian (Ducassé, 2021), it is not possible to directly use
the verbal root to recover the different forms pertain-
ing to the same verb. Moreover, the rich morphological
productivity of verbal roots makes it extremely time-
consuming for an expert to manually list all the differ-
ent variations. Therefore, we decided to use a template
system for verbs in order to generate the derived forms.

3.1.1. Generative template system
We automatically derive all possible morphemes of a
verb, based on its root and up to two additional parame-
ters: (a) a list of potential preverbs, and (b) a dependent
noun. A dependent noun is used for compound verbs,
verbs that require the use of a noun, for instance, the
English verb ‘to water proof ’. The annotation scheme
for encoding the verbs with all this information is out-
lined below:

VB: root
VB: (preverb list)+root
VB: dependant noun+(preverb list)+root

Derived forms are matched using a combination of
wildcard expansion for suffixes and explicit genera-
tion for combination of prefixes. Prefix generation in-
cludes: preverb, agreement prefix and version vowel.
The last two take their values from closed lists, with-
out changing the meaning of the verb, and are there-
fore not part of the parameters of the patterns. For in-
stance, the verb ‘to love’ and all its variants are encoded
as VB:(˝e)+qvar. Not all the forms generated exist,
however, this does not pose a problem since the non-
existent forms would not be found in texts and therefore
would not impact the quality of sentiment analysis.
Handling derived forms of nouns or adjectives was
straightforward: the analyst had to provide the stem of
a word, and a wildcard was assumed at the end of the
word, e.g., the noun ‘love’ is encoded as ‘siqvarul’.
The template system also makes it possible to spec-
ify exceptions: to include or exclude specific forms
whenever deemed necessary. Furthermore, to deal with
negation on a basic level, where a polarity word imme-
diately followed a negative marker, we automatically
expanded the sentiment dictionary by linking 4 nega-
tive connectors (ara, ar, vera and ver) to all polarity
words and inverting their polarity.
The statistics for the polarity lexicon resulting from ap-
plying all the steps above are provided in Figure 1.
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Very Very
Pos. Pos. Neg. Neg. Total

RAW 84 721 831 350 1986
EXPANDED 342 4220 6989 2572 14123

FINAL 10630 32176 23869 3940 70615

Figure 1: The statistics of the sentiment polarity dic-
tionary for the different tiers of polarity: RAW raw
corresponds to the number of templates, EXPANDED
row depicts the number of morphemes after dictionary
expansion, and FINAL raw shows the final size of the
dictionary after expansion of word forms with negative
connectors.

3.2. Georgian Sentiment Snippets
In order to facilitate training and evaluating ML-based
sentiment classifiers for Georgian, we created a new re-
source for this purpose, which contains 4223 text snip-
pets, annotated using 4 categories: positive, neutral,
negative and mixed, with the latter used to annotate
snippets containing both positive and negative senti-
ment triggers. Twelve native-speaker annotators were
involved in this task. The following subsections de-
scribe the entire process in more detail.

3.2.1. Data sampling
To create input material for annotations, we extracted
full sentences in Georgian from the archive of Georgian
news articles gathered by EMM1. News articles were
randomly sampled over a period of 5 years: for each
month, 100 news articles were randomly selected and
sentences were extracted. If a sentence contained quo-
tations, the sentence was further split around the quo-
tation boundaries. From this pool of sentences, we ran-
domly sampled the corpus snippets. Based on empiri-
cal observations, revealing that the resulting sentences
were highly unbalanced in terms of potential sentiment
category, the sampling process was modified and bi-
ased to obtain a more balanced dataset. The entire set
of sampled snippets is divided into three subsets:

• I: snippets sampled without any additional con-
straints (3702 snippets);

• II: snippets sampled with a requirement to con-
tain the most frequent names, with the assumption
that they constitute polarising entities, and thus,
increase the probability of non-neutral sentiment
(although preliminary results did not support this
hypothesis) (126 snippets);

• III: snippets sampled with a requirement to con-
tain at least one positive word from the sentiment
dictionary described in 3.1 (394 snippets).

3.2.2. Data annotation
The annotators were asked to annotate each text snip-
pet using either one of the four sentiment labels or an
Ignore tag where the text is corrupt and should be dis-
carded. Given that most of the annotators were not ex-
perienced in terms of prior annotation work, and to take

1http://newsbrief.eu

Figure 2: IAA: Cohen’s κ for all pairs of annotators
with at least 15 annotations in common for the three-
tier sentiment classification. Annotators are ordered by
their average agreement from 1 to 11; the expert anno-
tator is the 12th annotator

extra care to avoid political bias altering the sentiment
evaluation, the annotators were asked to tag the ob-
jective sentiment (as expressed by the language used)
separately from the subjective sentiment that the news
evokes in the reader. The annotators underwent two
rounds of training before being given the actual data.
On average, they gave the same label to the objective
and subjective sentiment tags in 86.3% of the cases.
Each snippet in sets I and II (see Section 3.2.1) was
first labelled by two annotators. Before resolving con-
flicts, the annotation agreed for only circa 50% of the
snippets. The snippets from set III were annotated by a
single experienced annotator. The same annotator re-
solved the conflicts for the non-agreeing annotations
for sets I and II.

3.2.3. Agreement
The snippets were allocated to annotators in such a way
that all pairs of annotators could be compared. To mea-
sure the Inter Annotator Agreement (IAA) for pairs of
annotators, we used Cohen’s kappa κ. We computed
this value for all pairs of annotators with at least 48 an-
notations in common for the three-tier analysis; the re-
sults are provided in Figure 2. On average, there were
58 annotations in common. Eleven annotators partic-
ipated in the initial annotation phase (All). An ad-
ditional expert annotator (Expert) annotated all the
snippets with disagreement and also provided annota-
tions for additional snippets. The expert has a high IAA
with all the top 5 annotators (Top5), who also all have
a high IAA with each other.
To measure the IAA for the entire dataset, Krip-
pendorff’s α was used, as it is a better indicator
of overall agreement than Cohen’s κ (Zapf et al.,
2016). For the three-tier sentiment classification, the α
value was 0.461 for All, 0.571 for Top5, 0.622 for

http://newsbrief.eu
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Top5+Expert, and 0.543 for All+Expert. Ac-
cording to (Hayes and Krippendorff, 2007) a value
above 0.667 is recommended for acceptable agreement.
Despite being slightly under that limit, the α value is
on a par with the best values achieved by (Mozetič et
al., 2016), who created a sentiment analysis dataset for
different languages.

3.2.4. Data perturbation
Given that the annotated snippets often contain named
entities, various perturbation techniques were applied
to: (a) introduce more variation into the final version
of the corpus, and (b) reduce potential political bias.
These perturbations include:

• changing all numerical expressions and some tem-
poral expressions represented as numbers, by
adding/subtracting some random number;

• replacing the most frequent person names de-
tected in the snippets, by randomly selecting a re-
placement from a pool of names computed over
the whole data gathered before sampling snippets
preserving the inflection of the names to ensure
grammatical correctness;

• randomly replacing a limited set of frequent coun-
try names with alternative country names, while
preserving the case markers;

• manually perturbing some text snippets where
none of the above techniques could be ap-
plied, e.g., changing adjectives, changing named-
entities, replacing words with synonyms, etc.

Overall, 56.7% of the text snippets were modified using
the perturbations described above, with at least 75% of
these perturbations resulting from changing at least one
named entity in the text snippet. As a consequence of
the perturbations, a large fraction of the resulting text
snippets do not fully correspond to the description of
certain real-world events.

3.2.5. Quantitative description
Figure 3 presents the statistics on the composition of
the final annotated dataset, which will be referred to
as Georgian Sentiment Snippets (GSS). To make the
dataset as balanced as possible, a variety of sentence
sampling approaches were used (see Section 3.2.1).
Subset II did not provide a significantly different distri-
bution of labels to subset I, with neutral again being the
predominant class, hence the recourse to subset III. De-
spite all these efforts, the dataset remains unbalanced:
the neutral class represents 41% of the snippets, and
the negative class is twice as populated as the positive
class. Figure 4 provides the text length-distribution his-
togram for the annotated dataset. The average length of
the text snippets is 114 characters.
Perturbation of named entities has a regularization ef-
fect. In Table 1, we report the class distributions ob-
tained by filtering the snippets to contain the top 10 last
names (10-L) and the top 100 first names (100-F), each
applied to both the original and perturbed dataset. The

Negative Neutral Positive Mixed Total

1417 1734 765 307 4223
33.5% 41.0% 18.1% 7.2% 100%

Figure 3: The statistics of the GSS corpus.

Figure 4: Text snippet length distribution.

resulting distributions are compared with the full label
distribution using Jensen-Shannon divergence, taking
into account only the three main classes. We can ob-
serve that, in the original dataset, there is an overall
positive bias towards the top 10 entities as the pertur-
bations increase their proportion of negative labels by
5.9% and decrease the proportion of positive labels by
1.2%. When considering the top 100 first names that
effect is less pronounced, and in both cases the per-
turbed dataset is closer to the exact label distribution,
i.e., the bias linked to these specific entities has been
reduced.

4. Experiments
This section presents the results of the evaluation of
both lexicon-based (see Section 4.1) and ML-based ap-
proaches (see Section 4.2). To measure sentiment clas-
sification performance we used precision, recall, and
the micro, macro and weighted F1 metrics.

4.1. Dictionary-based Approaches
Polyglot, a statistically obtained lexicon of 886 pos-
itive and 1316 negative sentiment words described in
(Chen and Skiena, 2014). We used a simple algorithm
to check for the presence of sentiment words in a given
text and assign the respective sentiment class, where
the presence of both positive and negative words results

Experiment Neg. Neut. Pos. JS div.
none 36.2% 44.3% 19.5% 0.0
10-L in Pert. 38.9% 42.9% 18.2% 4.1e-4
10-L in Orig. 33.0% 47.6% 19.4% 6.6e-4
100-F in Pert. 36.6% 47.4% 16.0% 1.1e-3
100-F in Orig. 35.2% 48.6% 16.2% 1.3e-3

Table 1: Impact of named entity perturbations on the
label distribution of top entities
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Table 2: The Evaluation results for dictionary-based approaches.

Micro average Macro average Weighted average

System Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec. F1

Polyglot 49.6 49.6 49.6 47.4 49.3 47.1 49.6 50.4 48.5
GL-2 53.1 53.1 53.1 54.8 54.2 52.8 53.1 55.5 52.9
GL-4 56.1 56.1 56.1 56.2 59.9 56.1 58.8 56.1 56.0
GL-4N 56.0 56.0 56.0 56.3 59.9 56.1 58.9 56.0 56.0
GL-4-LR 59.9 59.9 59.9 60.4 56.6 57.8 60.2 59.9 59.5
GL-4N-LR 60.4 60.4 60.4 60.8 56.7 57.9 60.7 60.4 59.9

in a neutral score. Given that Polyglot lexica were the
only linguistic resources we found for semantic anal-
ysis of Georgian, the Polyglot-based approach consti-
tutes the baseline here for evaluation purposes. Poly-
glot sentiment lexica for Georgian contain some stop-
words as well as English words. Nevertheless, for the
sake of consistency we used these lexica ‘as are’.

Georgian Polarity Dictionary, derived from English
sentiment lexicon (see Section 3.1), with 4 polarity la-
bels. We computed the polarity score of a sentence as
the weighted average of the words present in the dic-
tionary, where a positive score yields positive, a nega-
tive score yields negative and a null score yields neu-
tral. The score of a given word w is 0 if no match
can be found for w in the sentiment dictionary, +1 if
w matches a positive word in the dictionary, and -1 if
w matches a negative word in the dictionary. Using
the GSS corpus as test data, we performed several ex-
periments using the expanded dictionary. Words were
matched if the entry in the dictionary exactly matched
the beginning of a word, this meant that words were
matched irrespective of inflection. In the first experi-
ment, we used the scoring outlined above, hence, con-
sidering only 2 possible polarities (GL-2). In the sec-
ond experiment, we took into account the intensity
of the polarity by doubling the score of a word if it
had stronger polarity (GL-4). In the third experiment,
we did as described previously, and additionally ex-
panded the dictionary with the negative connectors, in-
verting the polarity of a word where they appeared di-
rectly before it (GL-4N). Finally, we considered hy-
brid approaches, i.e., we used the raw counts provided
by GL-4N, and expanded this with additional features
representing the proportion of words for each polarity,
with respect to the total number of words and the total
number of matched words. These features were used
to train a logistic regression model, resulting in two
approaches GL-4-LR and GL-4N-LR, depending on
whether negation was taken into account.

The performance of the dictionary-based approaches
is presented in Table 2. The entire GSS dataset was
used for evaluation, except in the GL-*-LR approaches,
where snippets from subset III were excluded to avoid
the bias due to the tonality dictionary being used to se-
lect that sample. For these algorithms, requiring train-
ing, a 5-fold cross validation was carried out. Among

the non-neutral snippets in GSS, 15.7% did not contain
any word in the polarity dictionary.

4.2. Machine Learning-based Approaches
We explored various ML paradigms, for both three-tier
and four-tier sentiment classification, and used 5-fold
cross-validation with an 80:20 split, unless otherwise
specified. The ML-based approaches are:

L2-regularized Logistic Regression (L2-LR) with 3-
6 character n-grams found in the texts as binary fea-
tures2, vector normalization and c = 20.0 and ϵ = 0.05
resulting from parameter optimization.

Support Vector Machines (SVM) with 3-6 charac-
ter n-grams as binary features 3, vector normalization
and c = 0.7 for three-tier sentiment classification and
c = 1.0 for four-tier, ϵ = 0.05, and p = 0.1 resulting
from parameter optimization. We used the version of
the SVM algorithm with a linear kernel described in de-
tail in (Crammer and Singer, 2000). We have also trans-
lated the entire GSS corpus into English4 and trained an
SVM model using this data, which will be referred to
as SVM-EN. LIBLINEAR library5 was used to carry out
experiments with L2-LR and SVMs.

Transformers (TF-*)
For all the experiments using transformers, we used the
XLM-T language model (Barbieri et al., 2021), which
is based on the model xlm-roberta-base. XLM-
T’s tokenizers include Georgian, and it has undergone
further pre-training based on 200M tweets in over 30
languages. We fine-tuned this model for the sentiment
classification task using various datasets. We chose
the model as it is one of the top performers for mul-
tilingual transfer learning. XLM-T was chosen over
the larger language model xlm-roberta-large
because preliminary experiments showed that the lat-
ter often demonstrated high variability in performance,
while XLM-T did not seem to be subject to that effect.
The training data used was either the GSS corpus
(see Section 3.2) or the Unified Multilingual Sentiment
Analysis Benchmark (UMSAB) dataset, which is used

2An n-gram is considered as a feature only if it appears at
least 3 times in the training data.

3Log-scaled TF-IDF weighting yielded similar results.
4We used Google API for all translations
5https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/˜cjlin/

liblinear

https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/liblinear
https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/liblinear
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by XML-T authors to fine-tune their language model.
UMSAB covers 8 languages and contains about 24K
tweets. We pre-processed this corpus to remove all
hashtags, usernames and URLs; remaining sentences
shorter than 5 characters were then discarded. The texts
are of a different nature from the news, however, they
are comparable in terms of size.
We carried out the following experiments: training and
testing on GSS only (TF-GG), training and testing on
GSS translated into English (TF-GG-EN), training on
UMSAB and testing on GSS (TF-UG), training on
UMSAB and testing on GSS translated into English
(TF-UG-EN), training and testing on a combination of
GSS and UMSAB (TF-HH-5 and TF-HH-35 with a
respective minimal length of 5 and 35 characters). For
reference, we also provide the results obtained when
training and testing on UMSAB alone (TF-UU).
These models were trained with 3 epochs and a batch
size of 32. Where the test and training datasets are the
same, 5-fold cross validation is used, otherwise, the full
datasets are used respectively for training and testing.

4.2.1. Three-tier classification
The overall performance results for ML-based ap-
proaches to the three-tier sentiment classification task,
trained and evaluated on the GSS corpus are presented
in Table 3. The accuracy of a random guess, based on
the distribution of the three classes in the GSS corpus,
is 37%. Not surprisingly, the transformer-based ap-
proach achieved the best overall results (75.6 and 75.2
weighted and macro F1 score resp.).
In Figure 4.2 we present the confusion matrices for
the TF-GG and SVM models. The errors depict un-
derstandable behaviour, with most confusion between
positive and neutral, and neutral and negative, for both
SVM and transformers.
The translation-based approach performs surprisingly
well, with SVM-EN lagging only 1.4 points in
macro F1 score behind its SVM counterpart trained
on GSS data. TF-GG-EN actually performs bet-
ter: up to 1.6 points in macro F1 score over its
pure ”Georgian” counterpart. This difference in per-
formance could be due to the significant difference
in vocabulary size between English and Georgian in
xlm-roberta-base. In terms of the number of to-
kens containing strictly letters of the respective alpha-
bets we get a tokens count of 83017 tokens for English
and 3770 tokens for Georgian: a 22 fold difference.
Training loss decreased faster for TF-GG-EN and test-
ing loss started to increase around the second epoch,
which was not the case for TF-GG, indicating a pos-
sible overfitting of TF-GG-EN. This would likely not
occur with a comparable set of features for both lan-
guages.
The results of the transformer-based approaches that
use different datasets for training and for evaluation
are presented in Table 4. TF-UU allows us to compare
the training of our model with the paper reference, and
confirms that they display similar overall performance.

The experiment TF-UG is intended to study the perfor-
mance of transfer learning and its adequacy for tack-
ling under-resourced languages. TF-UG shows that the
model performs poorly at transfer learning into Geor-
gian. While performing better than a random guess, its
weighted F1 performance is about 30 points lower than
TF-GG, and up to 10 points lower than the simplest
lexicon-based approach, GL-2.
TF-UG-EN shows that, when independently training
on UMSAB and testing on GSS translated into En-
glish, performance is on a par with TF-UU. The L2-LR
and SVM-based solutions constitute an interesting al-
ternative to TF-UG-EN, lagging only a point behind in
macro F1 average.
TF-HH combines both datasets for training and testing,
where filtering by sentence size yields a 2 point gain,
indicating that we could expect performance gain from
applying such filtering in other UMSAB-trained mod-
els.
For the sake of completeness, we have compared the
results of some of the approaches, including GL-2,
SVM and TF-GG, on the non-perturbed versus per-
turbed data, with the results provided in Table 5. We
can observe that the results obtained on the perturbed
version of the corpus are worse by only 0.4-0.9 points.
We attribute this to the regularisation effect of random
perturbation of frequent named entities, as described in
Section 3.2.5, lowering the performance on the test set.

4.2.2. Four-tier classification
Most work reported on sentiment polarity focuses on
three-tier classification. Given that GSS contains snip-
pets labelled mixed, which in fact, reflects the presence
of such texts in real-world news, we have also carried
out experiments in training four-tier sentiment models.
The respective performance of L2-LR, SVM, SVM-EN
and TF-GG classifiers trained and evaluated on GSS is
presented in Table 6. The accuracy of a random guess,
based on the distribution of the 4 classes in GSS is 32%.
The confusion matrix for TF-GG for four classes is
shown in 4.2. The distribution of mis-prediction for
the three classes (excluding mixed) is fairly similar to
that for the corresponding three-tier sentiment classi-
fiers. The mixed class is almost never predicted, while
snippets labelled mixed are predicted as positive and
negative at a much higher rate than neutral wrt. their
distribution in GSS. This seems to indicate that for the
classifier there are no mixed cases, and that what gets
predicted is the dominant polarity of a sentence.

4.2.3. IAA-based subsets
In Section 3.2.3 we saw that there is high variability
in IAA scores between pairs of annotators. To assess
whether excluding the snippets annotated by the worst
performing annotators would improve the performance
of the trained models we trained additional models on
the following subsets of snippets: (a) All - snippets
annotated by anybody except the expert, and (b) Top5
- snippets annotated by at least one of the top 5 an-
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Table 3: Evaluation results for ML-based approaches for three-tier sentiment classification using the GSS corpus
for training and evaluation.

Micro average Macro average Weighted average

System Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec. F1

L2-LR 67.1 67.1 67.1 64.8 68.3 66.1 67.1 67.4 66.9
SVM 67.2 67.2 67.2 65.3 68.0 66.3 67.2 67.3 67.0
TF-GG 75.6 75.6 75.6 76.8 75.0 75.2 76.0 75.6 75.6
SVM-EN 66.3 66.3 66.3 63.7 67.3 64.9 66.3 66.6 66.1
TF-GG-EN 77.0 77.0 77.0 76.8 77.1 76.8 77.1 77.0 76.9

Figure 5: Confusion matrices: (a) TF-GG for three classes (LEFT), (b) SVM for three classes (MIDDLE), and (c)
TF-GG for four classes (RIGHT)

Table 4: Evaluation results for ML-based approaches for three-tier sentiment classification using various corpora
for training and evaluation.

Micro average Macro average Weighted average

System Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec. F1 Train Dataset Test Dataset

TF-UG 52.0 52.0 52.0 73.0 44.2 40.7 68.0 52.0 43.4 UMSAB GSS
TF-UG-EN 68.7 68.7 68.7 75.1 65.3 67.5 72.7 68.7 68.1 UMSAB GSS (EN)
TF-UU 66.8 66.8 66.8 66.9 66.7 66.5 66.9 66.8 66.5 UMSAB UMSAB
TF-HH-5 66.6 66.6 66.6 66.9 67.0 66.4 66.9 66.6 66.2 UMSAB+GSS UMSAB+GSS
TF-HH-35 68.1 68.1 68.1 68.4 68.3 67.8 68.4 68.1 67.6 UMSAB+GSS UMSAB+GSS

Table 5: F1 scores for some ML-based approaches on non-perturbed versus perturbed data.
Non-perturbated data Perturbated data

System Micro Macro Weighted Micro Macro Weighted

GL-2 53.1 52.8 52.9 52.7 52.3 52.5
SVM 67.6 66.7 67.5 67.2 66.3 67.0
TF-GG 75.9 75.6 76.9 75.6 75.2 75.6

Table 6: Evaluation results for ML-based approaches for four-tier sentiment classification on the GSS corpus.
Micro average Macro average Weighted average

System Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec. F1

L2-LR 61.8 61.8 61.8 49.6 52.4 49.8 61.8 59.7 60.2
SVM 61.0 61.0 61.0 49.4 52.1 49.6 61.0 59.0 59.6
SVM-EN 59.8 59.8 59.8 38.3 59.8 38.2 59.8 57.5 58.2
TF-GG 69.9 69.9 69.9 57.5 56.7 55.2 66.6 69.9 67.5

notators of All-annotated snippets. We focus on the
top 5 annotators, because pair-wise comparison indi-
cated high agreement between them, as well as with
the expert annotator. Performance of the transformer-
based models on the three-tier case for all these datasets

and their combination with the dataset Exp (snippets
annotated by the expert annotator), is considered both
with and without data perturbation. This is reported
in Table 7, along with corresponding Krippendorff’s α
scores.
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Table 7: IAA experiments
Micro average Macro average Weighted average

Experiment Support Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec. F1 α

All+Exp & Pert. 3916 75.6 75.6 75.6 75.8 75.0 75.2 76.0 75.6 75.6 0.543
Top5+Exp & Pert. 3451 76.5 76.5 76.5 76.8 76.4 76.4 76.9 76.5 76.5 0.622
All+Exp 3916 75.9 75.9 75.9 75.8 75.5 75.6 76.1 75.9 75.9 0.543
Top5+Exp 3451 76.9 76.9 76.9 77.3 76.6 76.8 77.1 76.9 76.9 0.622
All 1818 71.2 71.2 71.2 42.5 46.1 43.7 61.7 71.2 65.5 0.461
Top5 1401 67.3 67.3 67.3 52.8 46.7 44.4 66.7 67.3 62.3 0.571

Comparing Top5 and All shows that relatively high
agreement in some cases does not automatically imply
higher classification performance, as quantity of data is
also important in itself. However, when combined with
Exp, Top5+Exp has the highest α, and also the high-
est performance vis-a-vis other settings. This confirms
the idea that selecting snippets from top annotators
does indeed improve model performance. All+Exp,
despite having 13.4% more data than Top5+Exp, per-
forms only about 1 point worse. This indicates that a
lower IAA is more a sign of wasted resources on anno-
tations than it is a threat to performance.

5. Summary
In this paper, we introduced two linguistic resources
for sentiment analysis in Georgian: (a) a semantic po-
larity lexicon for Georgian, and (b) GSS, a corpus of
around 4K text snippets in Georgian labelled with sen-
timent tags using a four-tier scale (positive, negative,
neutral and mixed). We studied their properties and
also reported on the evaluation of lexicon- and state-
of-the-art ML-based approaches for the task of senti-
ment classification in Georgian. The main findings of
the experiments can be summarized as follows:

• Using a purely lexicon-based approach, with the
top-ranking setting we achieve a macro F1 score
of 56.1.

• An XLM-Roberta-based model achieved the high-
est macro F1 score (75.2) among the ML-based
models trained and evaluated solely on the new
corpus introduced in this paper, outperforming
the classic char-ngram based linear SVM with a
macro F1 score of 66.3.

• XLM-Roberta presented poor transfer-learning
capabilities for Georgian, with performance lower
than a simple lexicon-based approach. When us-
ing a pre-trained model evaluated on GSS trans-
lated into English, performance was on a par with
the overall performance of the pre-trained clas-
sifiers for other languages, but lower than when
training and testing on GSS (either directly in
Georgian or after translation into English).

• The transformer-based model trained on a ver-
sion of the Georgian corpus translated into En-
glish yielded better results (macro F1 of translated
version). However, given the level of difference in

respective vocabulary sizes in XLM-Roberta, this
is likely an overfitting effect due to faster conver-
gence.

• The best macro F1 result obtained for the four-
tier classification with XLM-Roberta is quite low
(55.2), due to the difficulty of correctly predict-
ing the instances of the mixed class that the model
tends to assign to the dominant polarity. Given
that the mixed class is relatively low populated,
it is not possible to draw strong conclusions from
the the four-tier classification.

• Narrowing down the GSS corpus to snippets anno-
tated by top-agreeing annotators leads to marginal
improvement in classification performance.

We believe the linguistic resources for Georgian senti-
ment classification6 and the findings of the evaluation
of various knowledge- and ML-based models for the
task presented in this paper constitute useful material
for researchers working on sentiment analysis in Geor-
gian language. We also believe they will be of interest
to researchers studying the applications of ML for rare
and under-resourced languages.
Transfer learning did not prove satisfactory enough to
adequately support Georgian. Where available, transla-
tion into a well-supported language proves an effective
solution only if the resources in the target language are
similar in terms of content to those of the application
domain. Where these conditions are not met, the sim-
plest way to obtain high-performance classifiers is to
develop ad-hoc resources for the language/task at hand.
In terms of future research into Georgian sentiment
classification, we plan to: (a) pre-train transformer-
based language models with Georgian data, (b) explore
four-tier sentiment classification in greater depth and
tackle the hard case of the mixed class, (c) elaborate
document-level sentiment classification by aggregating
sentence-level sentiment scores, and (d) explore solu-
tions for topic-specific sentiment analysis.
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